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Since its first edition the “Reclaim the Fields” (RtF) bulletin is
a way to exchange and circulate information within the RtF
network and to make RtF and its ideas visible where it’s still
less known.
This Bulletin contains the outline and minutes of the meetings
which took place during the last assembly in Warsaw.
Furthermore you can find texts and other contributions from
local networks and stars of the RtF constellation.
The texts published in the bulletins reveal the diversity of the
considerations and opinions that meet within RtF, and aim to
feed reflection and mutual debate. The texts are the author’s
responsibility, and don’t represent any position of RtF as a
whole.
Not all articles have been translated in all languages so not
all bulletins are complete. For the next bulletin edition we
need more support with translation !
So, if you would like to join the bulletin team please feel very
welcome!!
We need editors, translators, people that want to work on lay
out and of course we like you to send articles, drawings,
notes, invitations to actions etc.!
Realize that it will be online and spread in many countries.
Articles should be max. 2A4's (times new roman, font size 10).
You can write in the language you prefer. We'll be happy if
you can send it in several languages if possible.
Thank you for sending your notes, the numerous articles and
contributions!
„los bulletin@s..“
bulletin@lists.reclaimthefields.org
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AGEN DA

WH O

WE ARE

WE ARE.....

a group of peasants, landless and prospective
peasants, as well as people who are taking back control over
food production. We understand “peasants” as people who
produce food on a small scale, for themselves or for the
community, possibly selling a part of it.
This also includes agricultural workers. We support and
encourage people to stay on the land and go back to the
countryside. We promote food sovereignty (as defined in the
Nyéléni declaration) and peasant agriculture, particularly
among young people and urban dwellers, as well as
alternative ways of life. In Europe, the concept ‘food
sovereignty’ is not very common and could be clarified with
ideas such as ‘food autonomy’ and control over food systems
by inclusive communities, not only nations or states. We are
determined to create alternatives to capitalism through
cooperative, collective, autonomous, real needs oriented,
small scale production and initiatives.
We are putting theory into practice and linking local
practical action with global political struggles. In order to
achieve this, we participate in local actions through activist
groups and cooperate with existing initiatives. This is why we
choose not to be a homogeneous group, but to open up to the
diversity of actors fighting the capitalist food production
model. We address the issues of access to land, collective
farming, seed rights and seed exchange. We strengthen the
impact of our work through cooperation with activists who
focus on different tasks but who share the same vision.
Nevertheless, our openness has some limits. We are
determined to take back control over our lives and refuse any
form of authoritarianism and hierarchy. We respect nature
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and living beings, but will neither accept nor tolerate any
form of discrimination, be it based on race, religion, gender,
nationality, sexual orientation or social status. We refuse and
will actively oppose every form of exploitation of other
people. With the same force and energy, we act with kindness
and conviviality, making solidarity a concrete practice of our
daily life.
We support the struggles and visions of la Via Campesina, and
work to strengthen them in Europe. We wish to share the
knowledge and the experience from years of struggle and
peasant life and enrich it with the perspectives and strength
of those of us who are not peasants, or not yet peasants. We
all suffer the consequences of the same policies, and are all
part of the same fight. Therefore, the second step we
undertake is union work: this is seen through the militancy
that we express in very debate in which our movement takes
part or supports through our efforts. In this way we build
networks of militant alliances with students, urban activists,
farm networks, consumers, migrants.
If young people do not defend themeselves and if they don't
work together, then no one will do it for them!
We are not the future, we are the present!
Alerta, alerta, alerta que camina, la juventud en lucha de la
Via Campesina !
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PART 1

:

EU RO PEAN
Ro d

WI N TER ASSEMB Ly

Co llecti ve

(Warsaw)

REPORT ON THE RtF EUOPEAN WINTER
ASSEMBLY 21-24 JANUARY 2016 AT THE ROD - WARSAW
A group of almost forty participants met over four days in the
garden allotments squatted by the ROD collective in the
suburbs of Warsaw.
We represented different land projects and forms of resistance
across Europe, from Great Britain, Germany, Romania,
France, Slovenia, Switzerland, Austria and of course Poland.
We had time for formal discussions in order to find out what
stage the different projects in Reclaim the Fields are at: the
new website which will soon replace the old, the writing of
the 11th bulletin, the importance of using the current
communication tools effectively before creating new ones, etc
etc.
The other highlights of this assembly were:
discovering the social and agricultural context in Poland,
with a focus on the garden occupation in ROD.
a discussion (with a brilliant video conference over
Skype) about how to reinforce solidarity initiatives which aim
to provide Kurdish and Syrian communities with non‐hybrid
seeds for vegetable gardens!
A discussion on how to act upon the necessity for a renewal of
direct action tactics against GMO in Europe.
A projection of a short film about the current situation of
agricultural projects in the ZAD in Notre Dame des Landes.
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Following this a communique was written from the European
Assembly in support of the recently evicted peasants and to
restate a clear rejection of any attempt to start work on the
Zone.
The assembly ended with participation in a food distribution
alongside Food Not Bombs Warsaw and followed by a small
party at the ROD.
We were superbly hosted by our Polish friends, whose fight to
occupy and revive the allotment gardens is inspiring. Do not
hesitate to pass by and visit them in Warsaw... and to stay a
while. Keep your ears open in case they are threatened by
eviction.
Not forgetting to thank the people from the Syrena squat in
the city center, as well as the BLA collective who provided the
equipment for multilingual translation.

MINUTES
Thursday:

The first day of the european assembly was dedicated to the
presentation of RTF, of the people and stars participating to
the
assembly
and
news
from
local
networks.
1.History of RtF
What you always wanted to know about reclaim the fields : a
powerpoint about RtF's history and goals has been presented
and commented. It's a tool prepared by a group from the
french local group to facilitate RtF's presentation: it still needs
to be improved, but will be soon available to people who
wants.
It beginns with the presentation of the international dynamic
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inside of La Via Campesina. LVC is a movement of small
farmers/peasants organisations, and has an international
dynamic trying to form young people’s movements around
peasants struggles. In Europe the peasant organisations don’t
have a lot of contact with young people, so in 2007 LVC
proposed to some young people to organise a counter‐meeting
against the G8 summit in Rostock. After this first meeting,
young people decided to meet a second time at a forum in
Malmo. It wasn’t called RTF at this time, it was called youth
camp. They also organised demos in Malmo. Then they
recognised that there was very few young people involved in
the membership of LVC. So they rather tried to organise a
movement that doesn’t have to be linked to the unions
organisations.
They decided to organise the first big camp & called the
movement Reclaim the Fields during a meeting in Belgium. In
Belgium they also wrote a text about « who we are ».
This is how the first camp of RTF in Cravirola in 2009 has
been presented. During this camp we wanted to organise our
functioning so there should be local groups in different
countries of Europe. They should function based on
assemblies. This means that they have to function without
any political central office. The idea was to organise
international camps every second year at least. We also
decided in Craviola to make assemblies twice a year.
Some slides present other meetings explaining the
construction of RtF : a second version of who we are text was
written in Catalonia, then there was another camp in Basta in
east of Berlin. A third one in a collective farm in Austria.
There was also an assembly in Grow Heathrow in London.
This is important because there was new dynamics created in
different countries in Europe, for example in the assembly in
Heathrow there was really the beginning of a movement in
the UK. There was an assembly in Turin connected to the No
TAV struggle.
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The decision we took at the first meeting was to make
bulletins about decisions we made in the assembly, to inform
everybody about our different struggles.
Then pictures of demonstrations, actions,and meetings where
shown to illustrate the diversity of RtF : demos in Rosia
Montana during the european camp, construction of seed
bombs, April 17th demonstrations in Geneva, land occupations
in Europe, …

2. knowing the costellation
Rleclaim the Fields UK
RtF Uk hosted the summer camp in Wales: see
http://www.reclaimthefields.org.uk/ for the write up of the
camp
And Yorkley Court was resisting eviction.
Intergalactic
Caravan
The intergalactic caravan is a nomadic collective that is
traveling a lot in France but also in the Iberian Peninulsa.
Soon they will also travel on the ocean! And even today in
Poland. It's also a living collective project. It’s two years that
we travel, live & struggle together. We often go to the
countryside, sometimes to cities. Most of the time we give a
hand to collectives or to struggles that we want to support.
This caravan started during the climate camp in Manheim
and the next winter we came together again. People from
different countries joined to get organised, to repair caravans
for kitchen, to construct tents and yurts, to repair bicycles
and prepare us to hitch hike a lot. Since then, we are on the
road and we are thinking about buying/finding a base where
we
can
store
our
stuff
or
get
some
rest.
We propose a lot of different things : that can be construction,
workshops on gender issues, shows, throwing heavy stuff
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onto televisions at markets. A lot of us have connections to the
Reclaim the Fields movement and inside the group food is a
big issue. We try to be nomadic peasants and this is working
because of the support of many different local groups.Our
trajectory is going to be influenced by the seasons changing
and the crops we want to grow.
There is a core from this movement that meets a few times a
year. There are a lot of people around this core that joins us to
help during festivals. It is also an everyday collective as an
every year collective, and we are discussing structure a lot.
We try to find ways so that living together is possible and
easy. We tried a lot of tools to get to this. For exemple, there is
this one that is working very well, at least up to now : a song
created when we were in the ZAD a year ago. We were in the
middle of a field, there were caravans, yurts, tents, a lot of
different things and people, …a lot of mess! So we wrote a
song to laugh about it ...
Reclaim the Fields France
Since the last assembly in Nottingham, there has been one
french assembly in November, at la Wardine (it’s a place
where there are a lot of things happening ‐ concerts,
meetings) at the ZAD.It was an opportunity for the small
groups in the french movement to get news from each other,
to discuss about issues & thematics e.g children in nature &
fields.
There has been thematic meeting about farms installation
and transmission : what is currently interesting us in france
is the transition of agriculture in the next decade, knowing
that half of the french peasents will stop working in about ten
years for age reasons. At the moment we don’t have any
solution about this situation : how to prevent farms to grow
bigger and bigger, how to install youg people and collectives
to take the place from retired peasants. We are talking a lot
about it, and there will probably be more local meetings
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about these issues.
There were very local meetings in the central east of France.
There was one meeting in Bretagne (the next meeting has
been postponed, because of demonstrations to support the
ZAD movement).
There is a network in the south east that has been created
about 6‐8 months ago, and that had already organised three
meetings. There are several working groups, one of them is
working on propaganda (to find how can we put a lot of
posters in the countryside so there is not only posters from
the extreme right wing party). There is also a working group
on agriculture & migration, to thinl at what could be the
place of rural people to support migrants in the countryside.
Another group works on the links between city structure &
countryside, for example to support urban gardening with
technical support. There is also non mixed groups in this
movement.
Fourche et Champ Libre, a system of people traveling between
farms to learn, started a few years ago. A few people wanted
to think about how to form people in agriculture practices,
how to exchange about knowledge & tradition. The idea was
to ask to collective farms and structures we know if they
would host people in their structures for a few months to
teach them agriculture practices and also about collective
living/function of collective structures. The idea was to form a
different kind of communication/education. There is now
about 30 hosts. There was a meeting about this network
recently. We try to start better communication so that people
who want to learn can get in contact with people that want to
host people.
Les paysans et paysannes dans la lutte des
classes - France
It's a project of radio program for a free radio in Lyon,
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France. We are 4‐5 people in France that prepare broadcasts
on agriculture & countryside living, eg about land occupation
and gender struggles,
farmers struggle in Indonesia,
struggles against GMO in switzerland and france... The
broadcast is called « farmers in the class struggle », from the
name of a book. We use examples to talk about our own
dynamics and struggles.
If any of you already have a broadcast, and if you want it to
be shared in france you can send it to us and we'll try to
translate it. Don’t hesitate!
Contact : luttespaysannes@risep.net
Jardin des Lentillières - Dijon
An occupied neighbourhood against the building of an
“ecological neighbourhood.” It's the last piece of the greenbelt
in Dijon : the land was used for veg growing for a long time,
then abandoned for ten years. 5 years ago people began to
occupy the land with a collective garden. Little by little they
started to occupy the houses on the land. Now 5/6 houses are
occupied, and some people are living in caravans: these are
different collectives living together. There is now three
different projects of gardens on these lands : the historical
collective garden, a part for smaller gardens and another
collective garden, where they try to grow vegetables firstly to
feed themselves & the people of the zone and the area. They
do a market once a week from June to December, which
enhances their visibility in town. They also give vegetables to
support collecive meals.
ZAD de Notre Dame des Landes
The place of a struggle against an airport, that lasts more
than 40 years. It started with the farmers that lived there,
then other people joined the struggle. Since 2007 people came
there to squat houses & lands to support the movement. It’s a
really big area with 1600 hectares. The governement and
Vinci want to start the construction of the airport soon : in
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december, they made a trial against the people that still lived
there (with a legal ownership of land/houses) on the area.
They want to evict them. There was a big mobilisation to
support the inhabitants, and say we don’t want them to be
evicted and build any airport there :for example, 20,000
people and 450 tractors blocked a bridge in Nantes the 9th of
january. Next week there will be the result of the trial. We
don’t know the issue of the trial but there will be a really big
demonstration on February 27th.
At the ZAD, we try to squat the land by cultivating and with a
diversity of projects. We try to cooperate and organise
together in harmony with people that have really different
views and experiences. Right now we begin to think about
what we'll do if we win and how we'll manage the land won
by the struggle, and we try to agree about this all together ‐
farmers, squatters, inhabitants....
Longo Mai
3 people come from the Longo Mai movement.
Longo Mai exists since 42 years. It’s a group of collective
farms and self managed farms,
present in 5 different
countries ‐ France, Austria, Germany, Switzerland, Ukraine.
All the houses and lands are the collective ownership of
Longo Mai. We are about 200 people. 15 nationalities. A lot of
people living in Longo Mai cooperative have been there for
more than 40 years, so there is a lot of experiences. The main
activities are agriculture, craftship, construction. There is also
a newspaper and a radio. People also take part to lot of
political struggles, and on larger projects on a european level.
What is also important for Longo Mai is that we host a lot of
people. For example, in one of this place, we are often more
than 30 people at dinner. These are people that want to
discover agriculture and collective living, or friends,or
friends of friends & friends of struggle! In this farm, we
cultivate wheat, hay, and there is a big production of
conserves, with an infrastructure that we share with other
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farmers.
In an other place, about 100 people are living. These are
people living there always or occasionally. There are a lot of
activities, really a lot! There is a lot of agriculture : cereals
growing, cattles and big gardens for vegetable growing.
There is a lot of craft work too : there are a woodworking
shop, a mechanical shop for cars, and a big metalworking
shop. What is special in this place is that they have a free
radio too. It’s a self managed radio, that broadcast in the
whole area. A lot of people from the surrounding villages are
also involved in the broadcasting (music, politics, news)and
come to make a show.
Garten Coop - Freiburg
The Garden coop is a solidarity collective project. Its an 8
hectare farm, 20km south of Freiburg in Germany. There are
300 members/households. We share the responsibility of the
farm because we are co‐owners of the means of production
and we co‐finance the production of organic vegetables.The
Garden Coop pays the work of 7 vegetable growers. We
produce organic vegetables all year long, and only from
peasant seeds. The members are self managing the
distribution of vegetables in town and they participate on a
regular basis of the farm work.
The idea is not only to have a radical project which functions
only with our friends. It is not to be the only one to resist in
the middle of Freiburg in the middle of agriculturalist
industry and green capitalism. Our idea is to spread and to
make possible the emergence of
collective & solidarity
projects. We're starting our 6th season and two other similar
projects have started the last few years. Three other initiatives
are under construction. We are trying to think about how to
cooperate and how to reach food sovereignty on a regional
basis.
If you want to know more there is a documentary film,
translated in several langages : http://www.gartencoop.org
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There is also an article presenting our agricultural plan in
german and french. If other people want to translate it,
you’re welcome! We will publish this in the RTF network.
Since last year we have an agreement to do a european civil
service, so we can host somebody on a european civil service
regime.
RTF Germany ?
Doesn't exist formally. There are a lots of groups/projects, but
maybe not linked to the network.
Farmcollective, Switzerland
We have a house in small village and do agriculture on lands
that are borrowed from the farms of the area.
We cultivate soy, maize for polenta, vegetables for our selves &
to produce seeds. Right now we are trying to find land to buy
in a collective way to be more free. It’s just starting now and
we are trying to find a structure ‐ which is very difficult in
Switzerland. It’s not easy because we are not in the traditional
way of doing things.
Rosia Montana - Romania
I got in touch with RTF in 2011 when we organised the RTF
camp in Rosia Montana.
Rosia Montana is a small village in the mountains. 15 years
ago a canadian company proposed to build the biggest gold
mine. 15 years ago the struggle against this project began and
it received a lot of international support. In the last months,
the company fired almost all the employees. In november
2015, they backed out of the court cases they opened in
Romania. There is just one more case against the romanian
state to get the money they invested back. In December 2015,
there were some changes in the political scene in Romania.
There is now have a technocrat government. The new
minister of culture protected all the area, including the four
mountains supposed to be cut for the mines. It's a high level
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protection, so now any mining activities won't be possible
anymore there. It’s really hard to get it back to how it was
before, but now, tourism and agriculture can be legally done
here.
The bad news ‐ there are seven other gold mine projects
proposed near to Rosia Montana. If they start, their impact
would be even worse that in Rosia Montana. Until now its
still at the beginning.
Acasa - Cluj
Acasa is a political group based in Cluj (Romania). We
maintain a social centre, we do a bit of everything: we are
involved in two community gardens and one orchard, we
produce food for ourselves, save and distribute seeds, make
beer and bread and try to be autonomous in everything we
do. We also organise a lot of events and discussions,
international camps also. We have an infrastructure
collective, mobile kitchen and we support groups & networks
with.
People from our group participated in RTF camps, for
example in Germany, mostly helping with cooking, making
bread & at the camp in Manheim a bit in the content. Now it
is the moment to reconnect. We are ready to support any
group at any time.
Poland
A community garden but its not squatted, rented from the city
(beginnings were squatting of an area that was going to be
demolished & be turned into a business area). Thanks to the
fight the area stayed.
Zadruga Urbana - Slovenia
Zadruga Urabna is a small collective
Lublijana, who find themselves in the
squatted three gardens and together
they have another community garden.
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of radical gardners in
principals of RtF. They
with other collectives
They do gardening but

are also involved in other political fights ; they organise
discussions, actions, ateliers, public cooking actions etc.. and
they also organise an « alternative market » once a moth
wherefor they invie local farmres (free price/guide price). The
last year they have been engaged in actions agains fracking
in the east of slovenia. But at the moment this fight is
institutional
and
doesn't
have
local
support.
They also do a radio program to talk about fights and to
spread information. There are also some englisch reportages.
One aim is the de‐ institutionalization of gardening. Lublijana
is the green city 2016 in europe and new gardenprojects
appear.
The collective formed in 2010, after a presentation of RtF. They
would like to be more active in the RtF network‐ but they are
a
small
collective
and
they
lack
of
capacity.
SoilLa Vienna – Austria
SoliLa is a collective that works non‐commercial, collective
and need‐oriented. There were two land occupations in 2012
and 2013, but the collective got evicted twice. Since two
seasons the now farm 2000m² where vegetables are growing.
The veggies are distributed to other collectives and friends.
SoliLa is one opportunity to implement anti‐capitalistic
practices in Vienna.
There was also another group from Austria that came to the
RtF meeting: a farm collective that is still searching for a
farm in the south of Austria.
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3. Presentation of ROD and some context
Several people from the ROD collective told us the story of
everything that happened since the last European assembly.
To start with, we should remind you that at the last
Nottingham assembly, when it was first suggested to have a
gathering in Poland, everyone waved their hands downwards
together... However, a collective came together and began an
occupation in Warsaw, and after a year of work : it was
possible to welcome a European assembly !
In March 2015, a gathering was organised in Syrena (a squat
in Warsaw) with the idea of creating a link between Warsaw
and the rest of Poland and to speak about issues regarding
access to land: this led to the creation of a collective which
began an occupation a week later !
In the beginning, they did not know the legal situation of the
site, but they were really looking for a nice place to occupy
(in Warsaw, there are many sites and buildings which have
been stolen and are in the process of re‐privatisation1). We
then learnt that half of these parcels of land belong to two
firms who buy up land without warning chase away people
using these allotments with threats or intimidation. For the
moment, they cannot legally evict anyone, as much of the
paperwork has mysteriously disappeared...The gardeners say
that it has always belonged to the City and these firms claim
that it has always been private ; the Council say that the
paperwork has all disappeared. For the moment, the other
half of the land is still considered to belong to the City.
Bulldozers have already moved in on some parcels and
destroyed some gardens:part of the land occupied by ROD was
damaged : cabins were partly destroyed or burnt. One cabin
has been rebuilt since using recycled materials – everything
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recycled except for nails, hammers and staplers. This is the
cabin in which the gathering is being held.
In the beginning, there were just four people in this project,
but alot of energy ! The first action was a 'Bin Bag' action as
the companies had left rubbish in front of the gate. But
everything was recycled as much as possible, to fight the
slugs, to build stoves, etc.
From Spring‐time, they put energy into staying, having
understood the legal situation and met new people. It wasn't
easy : his is why they organised an RTF gathering in Spring
and an action camp in Autumn, to meet and invite other
people to join them ! At the same time, much energy was put
into creating infrastructure, learning to install solar panels,
install a water pump, build a collective... There was also an
info‐tour, to speak about occupying land, even a village
where peasants are struggling against shale gas (a company
which has now left Poland). It was the occasion to see a
growth of farms, and also how foreign companies use
peasants to buy land in their name, even if this is illegal. The
proposed discussion on land‐grabbing was very popular with
the peasants, but not with the leader of the struggle, who also
happened to be the biggest local landlord (this often seems to
be the case across the region).
There are now 4 to 10 people occupying the site. They have
done alot of work to meet the former gardeners, and relations
with them are excellent, leaving the possibility of future links
with the neighbourhood against the companies.
One of the main objectives was to build collective gardens, but
this season, we have only had the time to begin three
gardens. There is also an interest in taking a DIY approach
and show inhabitants of Warsaw other ways of living and
create visibility around a conflict where exploitation and
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profiteering are rife, which is well underway.
An eviction threat always hangs over us, particularly as in
Poland it appears that occupying land is no longer legal, or at
least it works differently from Housing Law.
The evening then continued informally with a friend from
ROD who spoke about the situation of 'alternative' farming in
Poland (organic, permaculture...).

Friday
4. RtF visibility during this meeting
RtF Statement
January 2016:

for

a

demonstration

in

Warsaw

in

"It’s time to take back control over food production and to get
involved in struggle against useless profit‐orientated mega
projects and land grabbing. All this we can achieve through
autonomous food self‐sufficiency by inclusive communities
beyond nations and states. We are determined to create
alternatives to capitalism through co‐operative, collective
autonomous real‐needs orientated small scale production and
initiatives. We live on different farms and are involved in
agricultural collectives all over the continent ‐ from the
Atlantic coast to the eastern Carpathians. We are putting
theory into practice and are linking local practical action
with global political struggles. In order to put theory into
practice and to discuss and share experiences from local
struggles, the Reclaim the Fields constellation met in Warsaw
where we were hosted by the ROD Collective. Even though we
come from different struggles, it is still easy to draw parallels
and recognise our work as a common fight. The ROD
Collective tries to spread info about land grabbing and shows
sustainable living in practice, as well as using occupation and
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resistance tactics. The questions that the collective is
addressing, as well as the methods used in struggle are
common among many collectives throughout Europe.
Join us in a common struggle for freedom based on principles
of anti‐racism, anti‐fascism, anti‐sexism, anti‐capitalism and
anti‐chauvinism.
An ongoing struggle against a mega airport‐project called
ZAD is under threat and we show our solidarity with farmers
and activists there.
Solidarity with people in struggle against capitalism and the
state.
Let’s take back the land"

5. Struggles against GMO: the effect of GMO,
the context of the struggles and perspectives
for RtF
this discussion was prepared by two people who wanted to
speak about the situation of
anti‐GMO's struggle in
switzerland, and the need to continue to fight and link
struggles across Europe.
GMO makes agriculture even more industrial, furthers the
take over of agriculture by a scientific system a makes from
living things into a machine. GMO started the system of
patents on living things – increases farmers dependency and
causes them to loose their ownership (especially in the global
south). It provokes destruction socially and environmentally.
It is important to bring this issue back to RtF because the
offensive is permanent. The offensive has been continuous
since the 90's and there have been plenty of new GMOs
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coming onto the market. We should discuss how the offensive
is evolving and how to react against it – to oppose GMO, even
though in some countries the citizens or political parties took
over the fight against GMO.
There was an info tour all last year with a booklet. This
booklet is a compilation of texts from different places in
Switzerland, about the history of GMO in Switzerland and the
neutrality of science. It contains an interview from three
people who did direct actions in France : they are discussing
the limits and positive aspects of each type of action. The
bulletin should be online soon at www.infokiosk.net – in
french, italian, german. It's meant as as way to be part of
every fight against domination. e.g. against other
technologies with negative effects nanotechnologies, prison,
racism, specism...There is a need to recreate a dynamic of
autonomous fights, as for several years there has been no
more real resistance.
There will also be a newspaper produced with the first edition
soon. This will include articles about the fight against GMO
everywhere.
Struggle history against GMO in Switzerland
There has been resistance against GMO since the 90's: there
was an initiative to forbid GMO in Switzerland in '98 – it was
rejected by the population – they allowed GMO research to
begin again in 1994. The government requested a program of
research and Swiss universities made a national research
program – called 'The Use and Risk of GMO'. This program
studied economical, social, juridical aspects; but actually the
program was to prepare the way for the introduction of GMO
– eg. prepare the change of law to allow coexistence of GMO
and other types of agriculture so that it would not be too
expensive and the acceptance of technology by the
population. To create a socially acceptable GMO, e.g. create
tabaco plants which would also be a medicine. Parallel there
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was research in open fields, to study the question of
dissemination, so that schools could visit, produce a GMO
wheat which is resistant to fungus often responsible for
attacking intensive agriculture. From 2008 to 2010 there was
a lot of opposition against open field research. There are two
research fields close to Zurich which were sabotaged. During
the action the harvest was destroyed and then the field was
made more secure. The following year the second field was
sabotaged. There were bicycle caravans, demos, the planting
of biological plants in near proximity to ruin the test fields.
The research program gave the results awaited and in
between the government had declared a moratorium to wait
for the results: GMO is less financially interesting but in the
future would be interesting for sustainable agriculture. New
GMO would be more similar to conventional culture. At the
moment for the two to be close together it is too expensive as
Swiss agriculture is usually in small sized fields. The STOP
GMO group changed their point of view with an ambiguous
declaration making it possible for the coexistence of GMO and
non GMO crops in certain conditions. The second result was
that researchers are now asking for better protected areas to
research in as a result of the sabotage before.
In 2014, there was an inauguration a new protected research
area close to Zurich, there was research here before for
federal reasons. Fields were protected by two fences, barbed
wire, movement detectors at the fences, cameras at the entry,
and in the field center a private security 24h cabin. There is
an invite to other european institutes to come to research in
other fields in Switzerland – there was no reaction from the
opposition after the field's inauguration. STOP GMO couldn't
make a statement as they had said that it would be better to
work on coexistence zones within Switzerland. A protest demo
was organized Zurich. It involved a coalition of many groups
but there was only 200 people participating. There were not
many people at the demo because the call out was expressed
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very 'friendly', for example that there would be no damage of
property. It was in August so many people were away. Other
demos against open field research attracted more people and
in spring there was a demo against Monsanto attended by
about 4000 people.
The trade unions announced that it would be ok to produces
GMO if it was accepted by consumers. Researchers against a
mildew at Zurich university announced that in 2016 they
would like to plant fields of potatoes and apple trees which
are resistant to 'ergonia'. These illness are very frequent and
they are aiming to find GMO which will be acceptable to
farmers. There was a theory that the weak opposition from
Switzerland encouraged research to be located there as bio‐
tech Scientists from all over Europe wrote open letters
requesting protected areas to go on with research (they are
very expensive to secure due to sabotage).
Therefore within RtF: It would be interesting to meet between
activists from different regions (Germany may copy the
Zurich method for example), to talk about the situation in
different countries, where there is a strong struggle against
and also some places where the fights have become weaker,
exchanging different methods, exchange experiences, to
reflect on methods of support to see if we can find common
direction and aims. TTIP is a new opportunity for GMOs.
Germany
For new GMO research much of it is done outside of Germany
where trials and planting regulations are more relaxed.
Direct action from activist led to positive results in the past.
There was a five year campaign to destroy test fields and
occupation of them. In 2009 there was widespread occupation
of test fields which led to GMO being almost impossible to
sow.
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Austria
The general public opinion is against GMO – There has been
a big campaign by one main right wing conservative
newspaper against it ‐ therefore big anti Monsanto demos
can often have big mobilisation from extrem right wing
partys. Part of their struggle is defending the national 'Good
food'. Anto GMO is a nationalist discourse, against big foreign
influences and this dynamic domniates the struggle. In the
peasant movement in Austria there is an attempt at resistance
in rural areas. In the Lake of Constance region there is a
group working on the topic of GMO.
France
In Europe Monsanto Corn is being planted in more and more
counties. France had a moratorium against Monsanto Corn
and the company took the state to court. Monsanto won the
case and following this occupation of the corn fields and
pressure from the public brought the moratorium back into
effect. There is a citizens movement to cut crops. In the region
of forestry, there are trials for fast growing trees (e.g.
eucalptus, plantan). In Brittany there is a struggle against
Monsanto – it is mostly professional and juridical – have won
against Monsanto. There should be an international tribunal
in the Hague on the 16th of October 2016. This will be a mock
trial with serious research. ogranised with Via campesina and
others from Cop 21 and involving international NGOs and
associations.
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Saturday
6. News from thematical groups
There are currently 4 working groups which organise projects
and discussions during gatherings:
Access to Land
At Nottingham, for example, some people stated they wanted
to work on access to land and create a group to work on this
issue in various countries. J from Reclaim the Fields Scotland
– who is in charge of the group – has been very busy he past
few months and couldn't come at the weekend – but is still
up for it..
In France : we are creating a small guide to inform people of
ways to access land in the French context – how to escape
falling into the 'classic' way of settling down, how to squat.
This zine has not yet been released.
Seeds
There was a working group (which organised a gathering as
Reclaim the Seed in Turin) and decided to work more as a
mailing list on the issue of seeds. You can join this list by
emailing – reclaimtheseeds@reclaimthefields.org
Questions of Gender
We should discuss this more as it is an important principal of
Reclaim the Fields. It was suggested to hold workshops on
various related issues during assemblies, which did not
happen during the las assembly.
In the Welsh camp, there was a De‐Composing Gender
workshop which worked really well. There will be a text on
this for the next bulletin. A Queer Permaculture network has
been started in the UK, where a trans friend gives classes to
be more open to trans people.
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A film has been made about an American group women
peasants in the US.
In the South East of France there has been some discussion on
the situation of women in the world of farming and
building... Others are preparing some Forum Theare on the
issue of women in a peasant context.
If others are interested in preparing something for the next
assembly, the can contact carrots(at)reclaimthefields.org
Nomad Peasants
This question came up at the Nottingham gathering. The idea
was to link up and share ideas on what nomadic people can
contribute to the RTF constellation – something more than
just hard work. Can they bring something to the places they
visit? Can they create links between places? There is a
mailing list and people supervising this group but little
activity (the last news we had from them was in May 2015).
This list was also thought of for people and places which
would like to support nomads. Many places (in the country or
not) are very interested by the link to nomads. For the
moment we see no reason to formalise this relationship.
The French‐speaking group mentioned that the intergalactic
caravan tries to bring peasant nomadism to life as a concept.
Info tour in Greece
This idea was developped in Nottingham, but there was no
direct contact in Greece and so there has been no info tour.
Now that we have contacts, the tour could happen this
Autumn. The idea was to meet people there, speak about some
RTF issues, introduce the idea of RTF and even envisage
having an assembly or a camp there (why not?).
There is an email list, open to anyone who would like to
participate. If you have any contacts or connexions, please get
in
touch.
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Sunday
7. Decisions and perspective
The last day of the assembly was a moment to put notes
togeher, write up articles to get them out as quickly as
possible and a moment for working groups to meet if
necessary.
We were also talking about what has been happening within
RtF and what is planned for the future (assamblies, camps,
actions etc.)
Here you can find the decisions and perspectives that were
taken during the camp. Afterwards there is the evaluation
- Finance group:

During the meeting there where some discusions with people
from the finance group, with people who are in charge of
accounts, with people who want to join this group in order to
get practical elements to move on the questions of «Where do
we put the money? Do we keep one account or 2 separated
accounts?»
We don't want to keep the money in cash, we would like that
it's easy to access when needed. It would be good that the
team that takes care of it changes every year. One solution
could be to create an account with collective access.
Discussions about responsabilities and risks would follow
then: even if it is a collective account, some persons will have
to put their names down (but it is the same as when it was on
private accounts).
In France, it is necessary to be a declarated association to
have a collectiv bank account‐ apparently it's not the case in
Switzerland.
‐ We decide to create an account in Switzerland: validated
Three persons will have the access to it.
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‐ We décide to put the money for the camps and for
assemblies on this account: validated.
The finance group will find out more about the formalities
and tey will open an account in Switzerland. A mail will be
sent out to communicate within this group.
All the expenses of the meeting have been covered.
- next assembly:

The next european assembly in winter 2017 will be in
Freiburg!
There is a proposal from the Garten coop in Freiburg:
The people from the Garten coop are motivated to host the
next european assembly and the will take care of the
infrastructure.
The meeting could be held within the KTS, an autonomous
social center in Freiburg. It's a big space with possibility to
have meetings, to sleep, to party, an internet room… Also we
could visit the Garten coop during this meeting, it's about
20km away from Freiburg and reachable with public
transports.
This proposition has been accepted.
Concerning the content, it is good to have a group prepearing
the programm.
Ideas, needs and propositions of discussion should come from
those participating to the assambly. If some discussions must
be held it would be good to talk about them beforehand so
that everyody is aware of what is at stake before the
assembly.
To prepare an European Assembly ‐ is a lot of translation
work, of IT‐communication, and need some rigor.
There has been a converation between people who aready
had experience in organizing such an assembly and those
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who'd like to be part of the next assembly preperation‐group
A group of 5 persons formed and will invite via the european
list to join the preparations for the E.A winter 2017 in
Freiburg.
- working group “solidarity seeds”:

A new RtF workgroup is created to link the 15th Graden and
RtF, to collect and broadcast practical info and to mobilize
local groups and stars of the constellation on this issues.
This group will be linked with the «reclaim the seeds»
mailing list. For different reasons it has been decided to
create a seperate mailing list and communication tools
specific to this group.
Tools: crabgrass, an email list.
Contact: solidarityseeds@lists.reclaimthefields.org
- following
GMO:

of

the

discussion

about

fight

against

There is not a RtF workgroup within RtF, but there is a
proposal to meet up during the demonstration against
Syngenta in Basel in Mai. Aim is to organise an open meeting
(place still to be decided) to discuss about future actions (ex:
RtF action camp, mobilisations during the tribunal against
Monsanto in October...)
- about RtF camps:

In Cravirola it has been decided to organise an european
camp every two years in order to push the movement. Since
then a certain pressure has been felt to organise camps
regularly. But it takes a lot of energy. There is a proposal to
rather organise convergency points linked to specific fights in
Europe. It is very difficult to get organised only through
emails and it's necessary to meet physical: so if some people
want to organise a camp we will discuss it at the next
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assembly!
Last year the idea of having a camp in Greece came once
again (the first time we talked about this idea was in 2013 in
Nikitsch). Since then several persons went there regularly but
without anybody locally implicated there. It is difficult to
organise a camp and doesn't make that much sens to
organise a camp there. There was the idea to make an info
tour to see what energy there is and to see if there is the
oppertunity/necessity to organise a camp. Such an info‐tour
didn'thappen. Right now, there is one person living there
who's interested and who may try to recussite the idea.

8. Minutes form the >Solidarity Seeds< Working
Group
Kurdish and Syrian struggles for feeding and acces to seeds.
How can we support them through RTF?
* Roles of the Group
‐ to be a point of communication with 15th Gardens
‐ to collate existing relevant technical & political materials
‐ to translate materials when necessary and possible
‐ to support with the logistics of moving seeds
‐ fundraising and encouraging groups to fundraise
‐ promoting solidarity seeds on our networks
‐ mobilising the networks via events, info nights etc
‐ Communicating with professional/experienced seed savers
in our networks
‐ Translating seed saving DVD to arabic and distributing it
‐ Supporting local groups to organise events in their area
‐ Contacting existing solidarity initiatives
‐ Disseminating desired info on our networks with multiple
tools (general list, website etc)
‐ Participating in 15th gardens events and supporting to
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organise them when needed
‐ Producing a solidarity RTF text/communique
‐ Integrate and communicate the food sovereignty/autonomy
and anti authority stance of RTF
‐ Financially support people to participate in Solidarity Seeds
‐ Ensure solidarity seeds is included in future RTF camps and
assemblies
* elements/tasks
‐ article in bulletin
‐ page for website
‐ write call out for our networks
‐ DVD in South of France ‐ create solidarity seeds webpage
‐ Create Solidarity Seeds leaflet
‐ Write statement
‐ Create list of seed saver organisations/businesses
* collective Statement (work in progress)
Solidarity statement with the farmers in Syria
February, 2016

Reclaim the Fields is a constellation of people and collective
projects willing to go back to the land and reassume the
control over food production. We are determined to create
alternatives to capitalism through cooperative, collective,
autonomous, real‐needs orientated small scale production
and initiatives, putting theory into practice and linking local
practical action with global political struggles. At the
European assembly in winter 2016 that took place in Warsaw,
there was a talk about “15th garden” – the international
solidarity and skill‐sharing project with Syrian farmers
focusing on food self‐sufficiency. Getting to know the
situation concerning besieged cities in Syria a bit better, we
feel strongly about building a network through which
knowledge as well as seeds could be spread among Syrian
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farmers in need. As peasants and gardeners from abroad we
are standing in solidarity with all the people in struggle
against those who want to starve a social revolution that is
slowly but persistently going on in northern Syria.
Why? Because we have the same principles of organising, we
are in the same struggle against land grabbing and state‐
driven mega projects that attack people’s autonomy in terms
of control over our food, we do see importance of building a
wide spread network of individuals, collectives, groups that
address questions of food souvereignity. We want to support
autonomous, self‐organised initiatives in Syria that oppose
the regime, that takes away the ability for the people to strive
towards food self‐sufficiency. The contexts of the regions we
come from are different, but still we can see a parallel about
the (state) authorities that try to keep us dependent on the
system they control. We show our solidarity with initiatives
that build alternative ways of living beyond the given frames
of the dominant society, and as one of such projects we also
recognise the “15th garden”.
More already published info can be found:
*https://www.opendemocracy.net/arab‐awakening/julia‐
z/struggle‐for‐freedom‐and‐food‐sovereignty‐letter‐of‐
solidarity‐to‐farmers‐of‐
*http://www.syriadeeply.org/articles/2014/10/6305/greenin
g‐rubble‐syrians‐embrace‐urban‐farming‐stave‐starvation
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9. Conclusion and feedback
Facilitation
‐ really really nice to have such great translation.
‐ Equipment worked very well I think and people were very
motivated and alive.
‐ Thanks for all the good and great translation!
‐ May be we need a system to support people who don't feel
confident facilitating. The same people did most of the work.
‐ That's true but how? It is always hard to facilitate when
you don't know the issue of discussion. Maybe the content
team could insist on the first day to create a facilitation team
into integrating people and preparing together (like having a
half day for that?)
‐ Play games / feel comfortable / get to know each other to
make the conversation easier...
‐ I didn't facilitate anything during the meeting but I
consider that Bla made it easier. And I am disappointed in the
Spiders considering the lack of space, and that they failed
pretty often.
‐ Was quite well done I think, without it total chaos and
frustration (would have been...) So thank very much for this
effort, only a bit hard that few people did it.
‐ It would have been good if the batteries of the Spiders were
better connected... then there would be less problems.
‐ It would be nice to think about more active methods and
support for the content.
‐ The work in small groups was quite efficient.
‐ Very nice!
‐ Very relevant and useful
‐ Thanks for preparing
‐ Great facilitation
‐ Bla! Was great! Thank you so much for the good
translation.
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What was missing?
‐ Time :)
‐ Snowman‐woman
‐ Hot wine
‐ Sweets / Chocolate
‐ Sweets / Snacks / food
‐ Games, but it was cold
‐ hand‐washing place
‐ 15° C
‐ Whiskey
‐ Showers
‐ Sun and Spaniards
‐ Polish language
‐ Traditional Polish meals.
‐ People from southern Europe.
‐ Having more vegetables and fruits in season, vegetable
fiber (there was a tomato salad)
‐ More communication in eastern Europe as it was a good
place for groups of the area to meet.
‐ More shitty pop songs
‐ It would have been nice if the ROD collective would have
thought more about the possibility what we as RtF can do
here / how to support them more.
Food and space
‐ The gardens are magical, the houses are cute and cozy
‐ Great place, great people, thanks so much for all the effort
‐ The food always nourishing and enough for everybody
‐ Some sweet things please
‐ Amazing food
‐ Such good food, thanks for organizing a food
‐preparing group. It was so good to get the food bring here.
so we had so much more time for the meeting
‐ Oven / installation: quite dangerous , not enough protection
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/ no flammable material on the floor and walls, close to oven
and tube – minimum 25 cm distance. A word about hygiene
(wash your hands before meals) and more practical ways to
wash hands from the start of the gathering would have been
great. Thanks you for all your work and care ‐ “love heart”
‐ Lack of security in case of fire. (Fire extinguishers per cabin,
isolation...)
‐ Space was very cramped, I felt a little bit squashed,
suffocated. The food was simply excellent.
‐Bravo for doing the maximum in very challenging
conditions. A good example for the next time!Nice food all
together.
‐ The birth of a new passion for porridge. But there was a
little lack of protein.
‐ This way of working with little spaces was new for us and it
was nice. Although it was a little cramped during the
meetings. For the meals, food not bombs was brilliant.
‐ We missed a place to relax and to chill where it was warm.
There was only one room for everything. Thanks. The
sleeping huts were prepared very nice, also with the ovens
that made the nights warmer.
‐ It was nice that there was food prepared for us and we had
more time for discussion.
‐ It was good that the meeting was here in Poland/ROD
Thematic debate
‐ The discussion on Syria and 15 Gardens opened up new
common perspectives to push open the borders of RtF.
‐ The topics were interesting and clearly presented and
debated (thank you Bla, the facilitators, those who prepared
the topics...)
‐ Lack of: the larger vision of the ambition at a european level
in the area of agriculture
‐ It made a moment to talk more about GMO.
‐ Skyping with J. about 15 gardens was interesting and
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important.
‐ Cool that people prepare them and it leads to ideas of
things to do together. It worked because people were invited
to bring their issues that are mainly outside the RtF
constellation this time.
Functionning of RtF, news, project
‐ Great presentation for new people
‐ Very inspiring as always, all the different projects. We could
make more effort to find out the status of working groups
before the assembly so that the time is more useful
Content / agenda
‐ Not much debate in the processes in RtF...does that mean it
is stable at the moment?
‐ A lack of info on the general political situation in Poland.
‐ It was nice to have some working/wood/construction time.
And the walk was very interesting.
‐ Because of the infrastructure and the time plan of the
meeting, I found it hard as a person who was not at RtF
meeting for a while, to make contacts.
‐ Good networking for the people who were or are active in
RtF, we had the impression that we went forward and didn't
have redundant discussions.
Communal life
‐ Created new connexions, enough time to have personal
conversation. Great relaxed atmosphere.
‐ Really good
‐ A little .. but terribly charming! Bravo for the cleaning of
the showers!
‐ Is there someone for facilitation tomorrow?
‐ Super friendly
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‐ There is still space in Zigourat
‐ A lot of awareness (that's good) possible to express oneself
comfortably, also for the people who may find it difficult to
express themselves orally.
‐ Good organisation and anticipation from the ROD team.
Thanks! The people visiting participated very well!
Pre-asembly / preparation / communication
‐ Info came a bit late. Not so clear communication. Form on
the website was broken. Maybe communication can be done
earlier and bit more structured.
‐ Maybe we could give some information how to use the tools
for
the
organisation
of
the
meeting
(tutorials)
‐ Viewed from outside it seemed to work.
‐ Ok, even if we received different messages in a short time
‐ Mostly failed. Because of lack of collective coordination of
who does what to prepare but also because of absence of
response of the network to the question of what we want to
discuss together (especially about functioning of RtF.)
‐ Good capacity for improvisation and adaptability from the
group
‐ It could be started earlier to avoid last minute panic, the
next time. The communication was really awkward.
‐ Make a plan during the year – to fix the dates as well as
decide on topics, directions, aterial, car sharing...
‐ It's good that we didn't waste time on the structure of RtF. It
won't be repetitive. Maybe we can fine more time for
particular themes/projects.
‐ A few people did most of the work. It was unclear who in
Nottingham has taken responsibility to organize this
assembly in therms of content and this means people had to
get involved to lat.
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Part I I : N ews fro m RtF

1. NEWS + REFLECTIONS ABOUT THE
NETWORK
RtF International Action Camp
Towards a world without prisons

2015:

From the 28th August to the 2nd September 2015, the Reclaim
the Fields International Action Camp drew over 130 people to
Wrexham, North Wales, to resist the ‘North Wales Prison
Project,’ the construction of Europe’s second largest prison.
Held at Borras Community Protection Camp, a site camp
established to oppose fracking in the area, the gathering
sought to link land struggles with resistance to the prison
industrial complex(1) and ongoing mechanisms of state
violence and dispossession.
Connecting the dots
From Saturday to Monday, a comprehensive programme of
workshops, discussions and practical activities took place.
People connected the dots between struggles around the
prison system, food sovereignty, borders, and other aspects of
the world post‐enclosures. Several workshops explored the
brutality of the prison system, introducing the P.I.C., ongoing
struggles around IPP prisoners, nonhuman prisons and how
prisons relate to gender and queer struggles, and over the
course of the weekend a permaculture design was developed
for the camp and people began work on a herb garden,
biochar system and solar panels for the site.
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Never alone, Never forgotten
Throughout the camp several actions took place. In the
evenings, folk took sound systems, megaphones, and other
noise making instruments to local prisons determined to
show prisoners they are not forgotten and not alone. HMP
Stoke Heath, HMP Drake Hall and HMP Altcourse were all
visited, with many prisoners shouting back and banging
their doors. Chants like “If you hate the screws, clap your
hands”
rang
out
under
a
full
moon.
As part of the International Week of Solidarity for Anarchist
Prisoners, children at the camp made a banner for UK
anarchist prisoner, Emma Sheppard. Letters were written and
prisoner stories shared. Banners were also made for comrades
on tag and repressive bail conditions who couldn’t make the
physical gathering.
In the Streets
There were also highstreet actions, with folk leafleting
Wrexham about the prison and how they can get involved in
fighting it. On Monday a protest was staged at P&A
Landscaping. They are the prison’s landscapers and have
supplied several fences and materials to the jail. In response
their public garden centre was visited and customers were
informed
about
their
role
in
prison
expansion.
Day-long Blockade of the Prison
On Tuesday 1st September, around 20 people blockaded the
three access gates to the Wrexham Mega‐Prison’s
construction site. This simple action was easy to co‐ordinate,
and with confused and unprepared police and site staff, had a
big effect with very little effort. A queue of trucks were
prevented from entering and exiting the site, including a
huge cement delivery which had to be turned away before it
spoiled. Simon Caron, Project Director for Lend Lease, begged
protesters to let it in saying, “We’ve been reasonable letting
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you protest, please just allow this one to get through”. No one
budged and vehicles delivering materials failed to enter.
Suppliers targeted regionally
As camp participants networked and bonded, regional groups
formed to take actions against local targets in their own
areas. . One group visited the Gloucestershire offices of
Precast Erections Ltd, the company supplying concrete blocks
used to build the prison. More actions are planned. Contact
your local group to find out how you can get involved in
Community Action on Prison Expansion
Solidarity Protest at the Court
On Wednesday 2nd, people from Reclaim the Fields supported
a local woman, Vanda Gillett who had been charged with
assault during the Barton Moss Community Blockade.
Following a guilty verdict, anger erupted in her defence. The
court was occupied and ‘scuffles’ with the police took place
outside. Four people were arrested and people moved to
demonstrate at the police stations where they were being
held. See a video and mainstream media article on the day
here.
Due to the arrests and priority of station support, further
actions in Manchester were postponed, however local people
motivated by the anti‐prison struggle are keen to continue to
target local companies and delay the construction of this
super prison.
Reclaiming the Fields, Reclaiming our Lives
Reclaim the Fields is a constellation of people and collective
projects willing to go back to the land and reassume the
control over food production. We are determined to create
alternatives to capitalism through cooperative, collective,
autonomous, real needs oriented small scale production and
initiatives, putting theory into practice and linking local
practical
action
with
global
political
struggles.
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This camp is one part of our story (read the UK history here).
We are not a ‘campaign’ or ‘coalition’ or a ‘mass movement’.
We are diverse people, projects and struggles converging and
diverging all over Europe. The manifold of ways in which
capitalist economics comes to dominate the land (whether
that be through the construction of prisons, drilling for gas
or the exploitation of industrial agriculture) implicates and
connects us all. While gatherings and action camps can be
politically limited, they are not the be‐all or end‐all of our
work. They are points of encounter, a chance for comrades to
meet and critically reflect on how these struggles shape our
lives. Read more about how RTF organises in our latest
bulletin.
The gathering came alive through the work of an incredible
group of people working collectively and horizontally.
Numerous ex‐prisoners and people who have supported loved
ones through jail were present and moved by the experience.
The passion and the hate for the prison system was very
present and very visible. As was the desire for something
more, for growing food, reclaiming land and living
differently.
We will continue our work to reclaim our lives from the state,
from our capitalist economic system and oppressive prison
society.
Until All Are Free!
– Reclaim the Fields, September 2015
(1) Defined here as the overlapping interests of government and industry
that use surveillance, policing and imprisonment as solutions to
economic, social and political problems.
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Reflection
camp 2013

on

the

reflection

of

the

Since the camp in 2013 in Manheim, Germany, i wanted to
write some thoughts down about how the organisation of the
camp was in the perspective of the orga‐team, or at least for
me if I can't speak for everyone. The reflection of the camp
did happen unrespectfully and did not take into account a lot
of points about the context, that would have been helpful for
an analysis, when the goal of reflection is to learn from a
situation and improve. The impuls to write it now was an
article in the last bulletin (10.1.) „Why for whom and how do
we organize and/or decide to organize a camp“ that
continued this fragmentary and unrespectful communication
about the camp.
Since the orga team was very small and we live in different
places in Europe, we didn't have the chance to speak about
how we felt about the camp organisation or write a feedback
from our side, so RtF could learn something from our
experience. Reflection on the Camp did happen nevertheless.
In the meeting in Nikitsch and in the bulletins.
Reflections after the camp in meetings and
bulletins
Reflections in meetings
The reflection was often very unrespectful, as I remeber the
assembly in Nikitsch meeting Feb. 2014, that was rather
desatrous communication‐wise. The „discussion“ in Nikitsch
had an atmosphere of disrespect and not listening to all
voices. It became rather a fight than a analytical, constructive
thinking. During this „discussion“ I didn't feel comfortable
and self‐esteamed enough to contribute with my view and
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add up the missing context to the „reflection“. I wanted to do
this earlier, but I think because of the agressive, self‐
righteuos atmosphere regarding this topic it was rather hard
to speak up.
After the experience in Nikitsch I felt very bad, because it
seemed that my and our work, time, and energy was not seen
and valued. Plus the so called „analyses“ missed its point in
giving insight of the situation.
At the meeting in Nottingham an attempt was made to have a
sharing moment on organisation of assemblies and camps.
The text of Paul was seriously printed out to be a basis for a
discusson on camps when my stark impression was that this
text left out the local context and was not at all a constructive
basis ‐as the only basis‐ for a discussion! Nonetheless the
discussion between people that had organised a camp or
assembly before and people who were about to organise
somehting was used to share experience and pass it on. This
discussion however was not documented well and/or was not
put into the bulletin 10.1. after the assembly. There are some
paragraphs from page 28 on, in the EN version, that reflect
some points said, but I think it would have been good, and is
still needed, to write down these experiences in a structured
way, so they can be handy for future organisers.
Disappointingly the bulletin 10.1. contained a second
shortened‐sighted and disrespectful article (see next
paragraph) by someone who was not in Nottingham, instead
of a presentation of the reflection we had in Nottingham.
Reflections in bulletins
Of the reflection texts in in bulletins 8 and 10.1. were two
reflection texts from Paul that did not take into account how
the situation in Rhineland was and how the structure of the
organisation of this camp was, and on top did continue the
disrespectful communication. My impression is that to some
extend it might be due to language that in English the text's
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sound as bossy and snotty like they sound. Unfurtunately my
French is not good enough so I could not read the original
version. Anyway, I was very surprised when I found a text
that seemed to be just a shorter and modified version from
the article ein bulletin 8, again in bulletin 10.1. It made me
very sad and angry that my experience from Nikitsch,
Bulletin
8
and
Nottingham
still
coninued.
This can also be due to the fact that I or another person from
the orgateam of 2013 did not write something else until
Nottingham, partly for reasons of the disrespectful
atmosphere.
But for example there were also the reflections after the camp
of T.T. and Milène in bulletin 8 that contained a lot of
thoughts and reflection on RtF movement and functioning,
that were helpful.
In bulletin 9 there was also an article with some things from
the discussion in Nikitsch. This article of course did again not
contain all perspectives and the situation of the both camps
and local struggle, because they could hardly even be
discussed in Nikitsch assembly.
I was surprised that no one had the idea to ask people who
were involved in the organisation and knew the context of
Rhineland struggle a bit better through or meetings with
them and people on‐site, for example a farmer with whom
we spoke.
Two note's on the text in bulletin 8
The text in bulletin 8 also contains some factual errors that I
want to clarify:
‐ The food did NOT come from a supermarket! I agree that the
peoples kitchen Rampenplan that was asked by the Climate
Camp to cook during the time and aswell for RtF did not want
food that was brought by RtF people, and that this was very
sad. But the food certainly did not come from a supermarket
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and was bought by farmers of the region. Some soyproducts
were given by an organic factory that would have thrown
this food away. I don't know were the idea of the supermarket
comes from..
‐ That we lost time on the legal issues of the site (the camp
site meadow was first allowed that made illegal and thus
there were discussions how to act in this) was simply due to
tha fact that police is shit everywhere. If we blame this kind
of issues on the RtF camps (ourselves), than „they“ won
already. Serieously.
Some thoughts on the camp organisation and the
local context
The orga team consisted of 2 to 5 people, a lot of time it felt
like two people kept the overview and did most of the
organisation. Also, since we worked close together with
Climate Camp orga team, there was some „wider orga team“
with which we stayed connected for example about the
infrastructure on the campsite that they would organise and
we would use together. As too few people were willing to take
responsibility for the organisation the process was very
stressful and intense. Because of this a lot of preperation work
could not be done the way we would have wanted or wished
to do and for example content wise there was no energy to
invite more interesting RtF‐topic‐related groups or workshops
or prepare internal discussions.
We did not only organise one RtF camp, but were involved in
the organisation of two camps. This made things difficult and
complex, as we had discussions about stuff that would affect
both of the camps, like dealing with media, police, or how to
mobilize for the camps. We went to Rhineland twice for the
preparation, even though it was very far away. The rest of the
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time we communicated via mail, telephone, skype, pads, wikis
and so on.
Before the camp a text was written and published in bulletin
7 about the topic „how is lignite mining connected to RtF“, as
a analysis and of both RtF and the climate struggle and a
basis of our work together.
As many struggles RtF has supported in the past, the situation
in the Rhineland is very complex. On one side the local
context was the activists that struggled against the lignite
mine, that squatted parts of the area, lived close by, but also
did not directly live in the area but were organised in
networks across Germany. For example the group
AusgeCo2hlt (that is the orga group from climate camp) was
such a activist group not living directly in the area. On the
other side the „local context“ was the land there and the few
people that lived still in the area. Mostly it were unorganised
people who had mostly „given up“ and were about to sell
their houses to RWE (that is the German coal/energy
concern). There was one citizen's initiative, with that
AusgeCo2hlt and friends had a rather hard time to work
together, I think because of differences in worldviews and
approaches of struggeling.
I think with the often debated local context of this camp it
was that we as RtF organisers trusted the climate camp
organisers to have an idea about the on‐site situation and
how to approach people there and work together and
strengthen their bonds.
From what I understood about the context, many people had
already left the area as RWE bought off the houses/pressured
them to sell land and houses. Almost all of the farmers had
decided to sell their land off to RWE and AusgeCOhlt had
already earlyer in the struggle tried to become friends with
them and work together, with only very little success I think.
So the local context consisted of a half abandoned village, a
conservative citisen's initiative, some pro‐RWE people and
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AusgeCO2hlt + friends and allies (that were not all situated
on‐site).
Thus the communication from RtF and the „local“ people was
mostly through Ausgeco2hlt that had been at the place long
before and not direct from RtF. There was some attempt to
approach villagers with the french fries actions that was nice.
And yes – a camp is aswell about self‐organisation and
getting‐active‐yourself, and shouldn't be in the hierarchical
way that a small group organises everything before and
people can come and consume it, at least in my view.
When the RtF camp started (at that point we had already a
week of Climate Camp) the orga team did not have enough
energy to break down this complexity to new arrivals, as well
as there seemed to be little willingness to understand the
situation and adapting ones expectations to the camp around
this situation.
I think with knowing how the local context was in Rhineland,
„reflections“ that point their fingers to the orga team of the
camp, are missing their point to help analyse the situation
and learn something out of this knowlegde. One attempt of
this article is to clarify this situation.
When AusgeCo2hlt came to the RtF assembly in Can Piella
because they were interested to network with RtF and maybe
be supported in their struggle, everyone was in favor to go
there and support them. As one can see, the assembly decided
to support them as „a local struggle“ and it was not clear how
the „local“ struggle would be in detail, as it might be the case
for most RtF camps. We had the feeling that even if we from
RtF didn't live in Rhineland, other people with whom we
organised together would do so and have good insight about
the struggle and local context, so we thought it might work
out.
In my perspective, both the local context and the complex
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orga structure of two camps and the too small orga team
made the organisation of the RtF camp difficult. A lot of
things we didn't know beforehand how they would turn out
to be. I think RtF as a whole has to make better, more
thoughtful decisions of if and how to make a camp. And plus
not „blame“ things that didn't work on the few organisers.
Even if some will say „but it's not about blaming“ it does feel
quite a lot like this if one has such „reflection“ „discussions“
like we did in RtF.
As a summary of the experience of organisation
I would note down:
‐ 2 or 3 people that do the most stuff is way to few to organise
in a „sustainable“ manner, and there is no time to think about
content a lot
‐ two camps half together and half autonomous does not
work and shouldn't be repeated
‐ if you don't live in the area where the camp should take
place it's hard to organise the camp even when you are in
contact with local people
‐ try to have a good prepared reflection within RtF that is
respectful and constructive with the persective of the
organisers and the context of the local situation (which did
not happen at all for the 2013 camp)
‐ write a general helping sheet for camp organiseres (like we
made the attempt on la ZAD once and didn't proceed) and try
not to lose content of discussions that already happened
‐ when preparing a meeting/camp it is extremly important to
think of a way how to make a local situation transparent for
people who are not familiar with it, inclding the
„activist/protest culture“ and take into account that the local
group(s) are the ones who know best what actions might be
possible
and
how
to
deal
with
the
local
population/media/police/etc. and everything should be
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coordinated with them.
Positive stuff around the camp
‐ we DID engage and encourage people in Rhineland to start
gardens and grow food. Some started befor the camp so food
from the struggle site could be contributed to the camp
alimentation
‐ people attending the camp were very interested in learning
gardening and there was some action in that happening.
‐ local group „RtF germany“ was born
‐ as COATI was not able to support the camps bla was formed
and is now active in supporting understanding across
languagebarriers at political gatherings/meetigs/camps
‐ a group of people from Romania joined, so we can see that
continious organization around focused events (like camps)
can pay off to stay in touch with people and build
connections between us
‐ working together with Ausgeco2hlt worked good and they
still remember the camp orga as one of the most
uncomplicated so far
Conclusion
As L wrote in Bulletin 8 about his experience with
organisation in Can Piella that was followed by a burn out
(article „Open letter to friends of RtF“), this seems to be an
issue within RtF: That we sometimes don't value each others
work and energy enough so we feel held in the constellation,
despite critique and reflection that every group/struggle
might need to evolve and grow stronger. The missing
appreciation/seeing/valuing of ones work is one reason why
people burn out, fall out of their struggle or group, and can't
go on working politically. So one advice of „sustainable
activism“ is to respect each other and interact in a good way
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with each other.
One thought more on this: My utopia contains a nice
interacting between people, and it has always been a helpful
idea to start from the present on to do stuff already like it
would be nice in a better world, to be able to create this
better world.
In my view, and others voiced this before, one of the issues
within RtF is that often we invent everything new, or repeat
not working things, instead of finding a good stable way to
learn out of past experiences and „improve“ our work and
functioning to be able to reach goals and be stronger
together. So let's do that.

Edda with comments from Malte
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Yorkley Court Community Farm and the
future of the network
Its winter 2016 and YCCF is still resisting eviction, thank you
all for your support and solidarity. I would like to offer some
reflections and ideas for the future of the network.
It has been a great and life changing experience to be part of
RTF network and to live and work towards the shared goals of
living as we like with respect for life.
Living under eviction has been very stressful, it has made it
difficult to make progress in the land work. We have gone
through many different manifestations and the stage we are
at in the moment we have a good community who want to
work together we have good meetings and im very hopeful
for the future. We could improve our ability to respond to
events in the outside world as we are off grid and many there
reject the technological life of our times it is the one main
limiting factor for us at the moment.
You may know that the UK has one of the most unequal
private land distribution in Europe. In Scotland there are
moves for the devolved assembly to make land reforms. They
have made a law to allow long term tenants to compulsory
purchase land if the land owner is not maintaining it well.
This is a positive development as it may change the landscape
for the future. The assembly is also making provisions to
make it easier for community groups to purchase and own
land. A new Scottish farm land trust is in the early stages of
development which promises to collectivise land ownership,
take it out of commodity markets and to ensure its ecological
sustainable use. A negative reaction to the change in the laws
by land owners has been to evict long term tenants for no
reason other than the fear of losing their assets. This
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highlights the struggles and power dynamics of land
ownership that even governments and new laws cant shift
the long term power of land ownership.
Our work at YCCF has been to maintain a simple and clear
media message the whole time, which has been successful in
some respects. Access to land, self reliance and building local
community has been the stable and constant message.
However radical and extreme the views of residents may be
the value of our holistic message has rewarded us with broad
support from the local community, local and regional
government. At the moment we are in a stale mate with the
land owner and council pointing the finger at each other to
take responsibility to evict us as neither side wants to spend
the money or take the bad publicity.
The UK network has grown and strengthened, made roads to
outreach to other movements such as anti‐ fracking and
prison abolition. It’s very encouraging to know the European
network is growing and expanding and just the existence of
an international non‐hierarchical network is a massive
achievement.
A limiting factor in the work for expanding the movement in
the UK has been funding, living on the fringes of society is a
benefit to live more free and to survive on less money. The
movement and the people working in it have few resources
and work hard to share their skills and limited resources to
make the gathering and assemblies happen. I have been
impressed with the method of fund raising within the
gatherings to de‐monetise the experience; make the spending
of money more transparent and to be as inclusive as possible.
I believe that the striving in the network to be truly anti‐
capitalist is very important, i also wonder how we can make
our work more sustainable in terms of the resources we have
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to allow the network to thrive. I would be curious to hear the
responses of people in the network to the proposal to make a
plan for massive funding bid to potentially secure the group
resources of the network for the next three years or more.
To make progress I feel like a limiting factor is resources and
access to funding, therefore if we had better access to
resources we would be able to be more effective in the long
term.
This is an idea, which may have many possible flaws but I’m
willing to explore the possibility and make that available to
the network.
Written By Bogo De Knoville (banglyphosate@riseup.net)
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2. NEWS FROM THE STARS
ROD Collective's news
Radical Allotment Gardens (ROD) Collective is a young group
of people has been created in Warsaw, Poland in March 2015.
The basis for our collective is an itiative which is autonomous,
voluntary and self‐organized, free from any kind of hierarchy
and discrimination. Members of the collective are involved in
Reclaim the Fields movement (to reclaim it from the global
market) by occupying and ecologically using the area of the
allotment gardens, in order to protect it from devastation by
developers. ROD is a kind of a laboratory where in radical
and friendly conditions we learn knowledge and skills to do
with planting vegatables and herbs, producing energy from
renewable sources, food processing, constructing spaces,
tools, things for everyday use and organizing a social life for
the community and the neighborhood, using different tactics
of resistence and struggle against capitalism. We strive for
self‐sufficiency and sovereignty, and we work in accordance
with the principle of do it yourself.
The history of ROD Collective began on March 14th, 2015,
during the meeting about an international network of radical
ecological projects – Reclaim The Fields. In warsaw squat
Syrena about 30 people discussed the problem of land‐
grabbing and the need to take the land back.
The Family Allotment Gardens in Bartycka Street (Warsaw,
Poland) were organized in 1981 on public property. The plots
were divided up between families, for which we now use the
term “users”. Each family was given permission to use a small
garden, but were not the owners. The users own everything
on the allotment (e.g. wooden houses, tools, furniture and
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plants). For over 30 years they have been using this area for
planting, growing food and recreation. The district is located
about 20 min from Warsaw city centre.
This situation changed in 2007 when a group of people (not
associated witch the allotment gardens) set up a court case
and took the rights to a big parcel of the land. Shortly after
the court case they sold the land to some development and
construction companies. The portion of the original plot still
belongs to the city. These transactions happened with a
backdrop of general privatization of land and property within
Poland and Warsaw last 10 years.
DOM Development (one of the new owners) applied to the
court to evict the former users of the Bartycka Allotments.
This request was rejected. Afterwards a wave of repression
started in this area. It began with pressure being applied to
the Polish Allotment Association to allow access to member’s
personal data. When the management refused to issue them
with this information the developer began to use on‐site
intimidation. With the support of the construction and
security companies, they tore down structures on part of the
plot and put a fence closing off many of the gardens. The
businessmen also filed a lawsuit against several users (it is
unknowing how they got the personal data) charging them
several thousand Polish Złoty in fees for their use of the land.
By 2014 the repression had intensified even more. DOM
forbade the allotments users to work in the gardens under the
threat that they would lose their right to compensation and
be taken to the court again for use of the land. On the whole
of allotments the water and electricity supply was cut. This
conditions made it practically impossible for some users to
come back, the task of bringing water each day to keep the
garden alive too strenuous.
Almost all of the wooden houses in the area acquired by the
developers have been robbed of valuables and/or demolished
and precious plants removed. What wasn’t stolen was often
lest outside as a sign to the gardeners that they should leave
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voluntarily. Several plots were burned to the ground. The
value of the buildings and the gardens decreased drastically.
For many users it became too much. Scared, hopeless,
suspicious and negative towards each other users stopped
returning to the gardens. They began to empty…
That is when the ROD Collective turned up. ROD is a play on
words. Originally R.O.D. stands for Rodzinne Ogrody
Działkowe (Family Allotment Gardens) but we rediscovered it
as Radykalne Ogrody Działkowe (Radical Allotment Gardens).
ROD Collective was established in March 2015 shortly after
a meeting in Warsaw which discussed land grabbing and the
need to reclaim land. We had already noticed the family
allotments near the Wisła river. We organized a walk to visit
the site and within days had tools to build, clean and garden.
ROD took root!
During first 8 months of the occupation of the gardens we
have been able to prepare several cottages, install a water
system including shower and washing facilities, solar panels
and install a battery run lighting system, prepare and
cultivate three small vegetable gardens, built several
constructions like a tipi, a bender and water towers.
We have completed the ROD Day Room (a social space with a
bar, an oven, a library and an info‐shop). To prepare for the
winter we have insulated the houses (which were previously
just for summer use), collected firewood and built ovens.
Spontaneous Spring Gathering
In May 2015 we organized a Spring Gathering. People arrived
from Poland and collectives in Europe. With the extra hands
we built and planted gardens and composts or welded the
gate.
Action Camp Sept ‘15
In September we hosted an Action Camp. During this we
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managed to reclaim a piece of land in the front of the
allotment which was run down, filled with trash but still used
as a dog walking area by local residents and a hangout space
by homeless people. We cleared a large space of some
invasive plants, gathered the trash in one area and built a
clay house using these ‘waste’ materials and reeds and clay
which was directly available. We built seating, a compost
toilet and a compost all of which were offered for use to those
walking by. We received much positive feedback for this
effort and hosted some interesting talks focusing on TTIP,
concerts and other social events in the cleared space. We also
made big steps to reach out to the other players in this story.
We attended a meeting of gardeners hosted by Allotment
Association and proclaimed our determination to stay in our
gardens and the right of all users to stay in their allotments.
We were not alone in expressing our dissent. Other garden
users have lost their trust in the Association and accuse them
of cooperating with Dom Development.
Plans for the future
In the future we aim to develop the garden spaces, so that we
can become even more independent in our fresh food source.
We want to secure the buildings so that they become easier to
live in and continue to improve our water system and general
infrastructure. We aim to raise support for the struggle to
keep the space for wider use. We want to attract new people
to our struggle. The amount of people involved so far is not a
lot considering the potential of the area. There is not room for
just one collective but for many more. Every idea develops
stronger if more people are involved and we are open to those
who would like to visit us and/or stay for longer!
Contact: www.reclaimthefieldspl.noblogs.org
mail: radicalallotmentgardens at riseup net
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3. NEWS FROM OTHER NETWORKS
Turkey:
Killings!

Silence

the

Guns,

Stop

the

To contribute to discussions about « how to support peasants
in war context », here is a call out from turkish peasents
relayed by Via Campesina.
(Turkey, October 29, 2015)
We peasants are the ones who watch over a plant as it comes
into leaf and grows tall; who plant seeds, seedlings and
saplings in the earth; who are filled with joy when we
observe their healthy progress; who lose sleep when they fall
sick; who care for our animals like our children.
Yet now, we are losing sleep over events in the Middle East
and Turkey, we are following developments with great
concern. Why? Because war strikes small farmers first.
Peasants are being forced to abandon their villages and land.
Peasant families are not only losing their land, but also their
lives, and they are being forced to migrate. Forests are now
being destroyed, the water is being polluted and nature faces
ruin.
Each new dawn brings more news of massacres. News of
massacres in Turkey have been added to the already
devastating news of massacres in Syria and Iraq.
In June, a bomb exploded in Suruç the midst of a gathering
of young people who wanted to take some toys to children in
Kobanî, and 33 of them lost their lives. Instead of finding and
capturing the perpetrators of the Suruç Massacre by the
government, we observe an increasing of police operations
targeting progressive and democratic forces. Young people
are dying: It makes no difference whether they are soldiers or
civilians, Kurdish or Turkish. The peace process has now been
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declared to have been put “on ice”. The policies of the current
government are dividing the people in Turkey along lines of
race, nationality and religious denomination. Every single
social demand, every step for democratic progress is being
stifled under oppression.
The AKP government and the President have failed to accept
the outcome of the June 7, 2015 general election, taking
advantage of anti‐democratic laws and legal loopholes. The
formation of a new government has been blocked; and the
President
has
announced
a
new
snap
election.
Then, bombs exploded on 10 October in the midst of a peace
rally that opposed the policies that rapidly polarize the
country and lead to a civil and international war. The rally
aimed to raise the voice of peace over war and was organized
by DISK (Confederation of Revolutionary Trade Unions), KESK
(Confederation of Public Workers Unions), TMMOB (Union of
Chambers of Turkish Engineers and Architects), and TTB
(Turkish Medical Association). Dozens of mass organizations,
including Çiftçi‐Sen, and left political parties supported the
rally. According to official figures, 97 peace defenders were
murdered and 400 were injured in the capital city of the
country in front of the eyes of the state authorities.
In light of recent events, we demand that the international
community and everyone across the world who cares for
justice and peace put pressure on the AKP government and
President Recep Tayyip Erdoan to abandon their policy of war
and anti‐democratic practices to Silence the Guns and Stop
the Killings!
Çiftçi‐Sen (Small Farmer Unions Confederation in Turkey)
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DATES / AGENDA / TERMINE
02/2016
6 : Antifa Demo/ Manif antifa (somewhere‐quelque part‐
irgendwo)
19‐21 : Earth First UK Winter Moot
http://earthfirst.org.uk/actionreports/
27 : Big demo against the airport project, la ZAD, Nantes /
Grosse manif contre le projet d’aéroport à la ZAD / Große
Demog gegen das Flughafenprojekt, la ZAD, Nantes.
03/16
Weekend of action against prisons, UK / Aktions‐Wochenende
gegen Gefängnisse, UK
04/16
1‐3 : Caravane intergalactique sur un festival féministe,
Chamberry (fr) / Caravane intergalactique at feminist festival
in Chamberry / Caravane intergalactique beim feministischen
Festival in Chamerry.
17 : Day of peasants struggles / Journée des luttes paysannes/
Tag des kleinbäuerlichen Widerstands
23‐24 : Anarchist bookfair, Vienna / Foire aux livres
anarchistes / Anarchistische Büchermesse, Wien
(zeit.diebin@abahoebooks.org)
23‐24 : Anarchist bookfair / Foire aux livres anarchistes.
Dijon (New Tanneries) / Anarchistische Büchermesse, Dijon
28‐29‐30 : ABC Festival, Vienna (anarchistblackcrossfestival
vienna.noblogs.org ; abc‐wien.noblogs.org)
05/16
Demo against Syngenta & meeting / Manif contre Syngenta et
assemblée, Switzerland / Demo gegen Syngenta und Treffen,
Schweiz
Reclaim The Beach !, plage de Piemenson (Camargue)
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Caravane intergalactique : Spring meeting and party,
somewhere between Cévennes, Aveyron & Ardèche /
Rassemblement de printemps et fête, quelque part entre
Cévennes, Aveyron & Ardèche / Frühlingstreffen und Party
irgendwo zwischen Cévennes, Aveyron & Ardèche
06/16
Radical herbalism gathering / Rencontres radical herbalism,
UK / Radikales Kräuterkunde Treffen, UK
18 : Mas de Granier (Longo Maï, south of france) party / fête /
Party Mas de Granier, Frankreich
07/16
1er Week end/ 1tes Wochenende : Party / Fête de radio Zinzine
à Granges Neuves (Longo Maï) / Party von Radio Zinzine,
Frankreich
08/16
Earth First Summer gathering / Rassemblement d’été Earth
First, UK / Earth First Sommertreffen
10/16
Last week end / dernier week end / letztes Wochenende: Fête
des sorcières / Witches party / « Hexen » Party (Caravanne
intergalactique & Malaussette), Saint Martin de Lansuscle,
Cévennes
01/17
RTF Assembly in Freiburg / Rencontres européennes à
Freiburg / RtF Treffen in Freiburg
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Reclai m th e Fi elds

.....is a constellation of people and collective projects willing
to go back to the land
and reassume the control over food production.
We are determined to create alternatives to
capitalism through cooperative, collective, autonomous, real
needs oriented small scale
production and initiatives, putting theory into practice and
linking local practical action with global political struggles.
reclaimthefields.org

